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The Fastest Charging Solutions for Enterprise
100W USB-C PD Fast-Charging

USB-C PD fast-charging technology has revolutionised today’s modern smart phones and laptops 
allowing powerful yet safe delivery of up to 65W in smartphones and beyond 100W in laptops via 
a single cable from charging port to device, without the requirement of a power-outlet or AC 
charger pack.

CMS remains at the forefront of innovation, with a diverse range of USB charging options for the
workplace. Our latest 100W USB-C PD solution offers a concealed power supply, opening a whole 
new dimension of profiles and accessibility to offer discreet yet powerful charging for devices 
in all sorts of applications areas within the workplace.
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Personal Workstations
Individual workspaces have evolved over the years, long gone are the days with multiple power-points 

above the desk, with more interior designers seeking more subtle technology integration.  With the 

dawn of USB and Wireless Charging delivering smaller visible footprints above the desk, you can be 

assured your smartphones and laptops are charging at their safe and optimal rate with integrated 

CMS USB-C fast chargers.

Athena

Our best selling and most versatile power rail, capable of combining the latest USB and Wireless 

Charging, as well as smart IoT integration for connected offices.

Echo Series

Echo is a flush fitting in-surface module, offering a clean minimalist design with all the services you 

need, without the clutter you don’t.  Available in 3 versatile sizes, specifying power, charging and IoT 

requirements has never looked better.

Athena Rails Echo Series



Collaborative & Shared Spaces
Collaboration is the lifeblood of creativity, with furniture designers constantly innovating unique 

designs to create inviting environments, fuel these group sessions with the latest charging

 technology to ensure battery levels keep up with your creativity.

Accede

The Accede series introduces a fresh, clean exterior profile, making it the ideal companion for the 

modern de-cluttered workspace. Specify, AV and Charging technology in these stylish desk modules 

which deliver a clean look with not in use.

Madera

The Madera floor outlet is designed for use in timber floor applications allowing the surface cut-out to 

form the lid. The unit can be specified with a single GPO or USB C and A ports where a discreet 

timber concealed look is desired. Madera can be specified with either a flanged or a butted-edge lid 

and finished in either brass or stainless steel.

Blinky

Blinky is specifically suited to shared, open and conferencing spaces. The circular module recesses 

into the surface providing 360° access to power and USB-C an A fast charging up to 100W.

BlinkyMaderaAccede



Conferencing Rooms
Whether its hosting external delegations, department meetings or video conferences with

 international clients, charging technology is absolutely crucial to deliver optimal operation of devices 

during streaming, presenting and minute taking. Designed to keep up with team members and guests 

during day-long conferences or seminars, opt for CMS 100W USB-C Fast Charging with concealed 

and discrete profiles to keep a clean finish on your conference table.

Executive

CMS Executive features a unique profile, delivering a flush edgeless finish with the table, adding 

either contrast of concealment with aluminium, veneer or timber lid finishes. Executive table boxes 

offer unlimited options within, including our ultra-fast 100W USB-C chargers.

100W USB-C Under-Desk Module

Our newest addition to our charging range, our under-desk module delivers a minimal charging port to 

the edge of the desk, below the surface so not to disturb the clean surface finish. Miniature but 

incredibly powerful delivering up to 100W of charging output to the most demanding laptops.  

A perfect, discreet bolt on charging option.

Executive 100W USB-C Under-Desk Module



Open & General Spaces
Often the most difficult areas to incorporate charging technology, soft seating and general use areas 

often leave staff and guests on their own with their devices without options to recharge. CMS has 

developed easy-to-install and discreetly minimal modules to integrate into soft-seating and general 

lounging areas. For sessions away from the desk, stay charged up with CMS.

100W USB-C Clip-in Bezel

The CMS clip-in tile and bezel series is capable of being incorporated into several CMS products 

including power rails and table modules, and now, can be utilised on their own to punch into

soft-seating applications without interrupting the furniture’s design, yet incorporating massive 

charging output to keep you comfortably in charge.

KonexUS

KonexUS is a fit-out favourite combining auto-switched power with charging options like USB-C 

100W PD fast-charging in a simple, ergonomic and easy-to-install module with a low install profile of 

76.5mm making it ideal for soft seating and collaborative spaces with requirements for power, 

charging and AV requirements.

Echo Series

Echo is a minimal, flush fitting module, designed to integrate a wow-factor into any soft-seating or 

general area. With single, duo and trio housing options available, deliver any combination of power, 

USB and wireless charging into areas never imagined.

KonexUS Echo Series100W USB-C Clip-in Bezel
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